THE LEADING EDGE OF / POWER / PERFORMANCE / EXHILARATION /

Sportbike

“BEST SUPERBIKE 2004.”
CYCLE WORLD Magazine
“SPORTBIKE SHOOTOUT WINNER.”
SPORT RIDER Magazine
“SHOOTOUT WINNER”
MotorcycleUSA.com

Professional rider on closed course.
Shown with available accessories.

NINJA ® ZX-10R
Some guys just need to dominate. If that’s you, then the Ninja ® ZX-10R is your ride. As the bike-magazine editors have
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+

Stacked shafts for the 6-speed close-ratio

pointed out, it has the best power and handling in its class. So get on your leathers, head to a track day and experience the

transmission keeps the engine compact while

extreme performance for yourself. When you meet your weekend riding group with the 998cc fuel-injected DOHC Inline

back-torque limiter clutch reduces rear wheel

Four growling through its titanium exhaust they’ll be halfway intimidated – on the spot. Then you can mention the short-

hop. All-titanium exhaust system.

stroke ZX-10R engine has Ram Air and dual throttle-body fuel injection that pumps out class-leading horsepower and

•

One year after its introduction and the sportbike

+

Wave-pattern brake rotors, front and rear, help
reduce unsprung weight. Huge radial-mounted
4-piston front calipers with 4 individual brake
pads for outstanding braking performance.
•

All-aluminum lightweight twin-spar frame. Long

torque, with massive mid-range and top-end performance, the best power-to-weight ratio in its class, and a screaming

world is still recovering from the statistics of the

gull-type swingarm. Massive 43mm inverted

13,000-rpm redline. Then add stacked transmission shafts, back-torque limiter clutch and a rear-mounted generator

ZX-10R: 4 cylinders. 998cc. Over-square 76 x

cartridge fork with black Diamond-Like Carbon

to ensure compact dimensions. And that the ZX-10R is track or canyon ready with its aluminum twin-beam frame,

55mm bore and stroke. Massive 31mm intake

coating. Fully adjustable remote-reservoir, gas-

race-inspired short 54.5-inch wheelbase, MotoGP-style long gull-type swingarm, and adjustable inverted cartridge

valves. 25.5mm exhaust valves.

charged rear shock absorber.

fork with Diamond-Like Carbon coating. See? You’ve already got ‘em covered – and you haven’t even hit Turn One yet.
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RULES ARE MADE TO BE BROKEN.

NINJA ® ZX-6R

Professional rider on closed course.
4
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+

+

All-new cylinder head moves the intake and

Radical new aluminum swingarm borrows

exhaust valves further apart while an improved

from MotoGP technology with its cast pivot

cylinder block incorporates new cylinder cut-

section, braced left arm and reinforced molded

outs to reduce engine pumping losses and

extrusion for the right. The exhaust system

significantly cut internal friction.
•

passes through the right side.

Oval shaped sub-throttle valves in the 38mm

•

All-new aluminum frame is more compact and

throttle bodies are a first in the class and help the

positions the swingarm pivot closer to the

engine develop strong yet smooth power.

steering head by 13mm. The resulting longer
swingarm improves traction and handling.

+

The new under-seat exhaust system features

flow through the frame for improved intake

an exhaust valve that boosts low and mid-

efficiency and stronger ram air effect at speed.

range power. The compact system aids

•

+

+

New central Ram Air duct directs the air

aerodynamic efficiency. A flush LED rear tail

Ultra slippery fairing, new headlight cover and
radical new rear tail design help the ‘05 ZX-6R

light is both clean looking and very bright.

produce the absolute lowest coefficient of drag

•

A 40mm taller curved alloy radiator features a

of any Ninja ever. Less drag equates to having

more tightly spaced core for an overall increased

more horsepower.

cooling capacity.

+

New front brakes feature larger 300mm wave-

Aerodynamic design of the rear section

pattern rotors with radial-mounted 4-piston

helps smooth the air as it passes behind the

calipers and 4 individual brake pads for class-

rider. The rear seat can be exchanged for an

leading power, rigidity and brake feel.
•

•

accessory cover for even further aerodynamic

Fully adjustable 41mm inverted cartridge fork

efficiency and smooth styling.

features huge 25mm hollow front axle secured with

•

New textured seat cover material offers riders

twin pinch bolts.

extra grip and comfort. Improved turn signals are

All-new 6-spoke, 17-inch cast alloy wheels are

more aerodynamic.

both light and strong.

+

has the brake lever act directly on the master

Ready for a head start in the 600 class? Meet the all-new Ninja ® ZX-6R. For 2005, it features a more potent 636cc DOHC In-Line Four powerplant that

cylinder to improve braking response and feel

develops more power at all rpm ranges. And it features the same super-slippery aerodynamic styling as the new Ninja ZX-6RR. The power boost comes

at the lever plus help cut weight.

from new pistons, new cylinders and new cylinder head while higher-lift cam profiles, larger valves and an exhaust valve unlock even more potential. But

•

The right handlebar switch houses a stop watch
for riders to capture lap times while the front brake
and clutch levers are adjustable 5-ways.
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+

New compact front-brake master cylinder

we didn’t stop there. Other updates to the ZX-6R include a new inverted 41mm Showa fork, an improved rear shock, a new pressed aluminum perimeter
frame with specially braced swingarm and wide 17-inch ZX-10R style aluminum wheels and radial tires. Further rider advances include a smooth backtorque limiter clutch and large radial mounted 4-piston front brake calipers controlled by a new direct-actuation master cylinder. While new Ram Air ducting,
race-style bodywork, and an under-seat exhaust system improve performance and reduce aerodynamic drag. The new Ninja ZX-6R from Kawasaki.

New back-torque limiter clutch slips during
rapid deceleration and downshifting from
high rpm to help reduce rear-wheel hop for
dramatically improved handling.
•

Updates to the close-ratio transmission include
a taller 3rd gear for more even spacing between
gears plus additional bearings for smoother shift
action and improved durability.
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QUICKER. FASTER. STRONGER.

SLIPPERY STYLING EQUATES
TO FASTER PERFORMANCE

There is no tougher competition than in the AMA 600 Supersport class, where tire spinning, fairing-banging
and elbow-rubbing racing is the name of the game. And built to dominate the pack is the all-new Ninja ®
ZX-6RR, the most formidable 600-class sportbike we’ve ever offered. The story begins with an all-out
attack on aerodynamic efficiency. New centralized scoop for the ram air intake divides an artfully shaped
front fairing and rounded headlight covers. The air flows around the rider and over an ultra-slippery rear
tail section that significantly reduces turbulence behind the rider for a super low coefficient of drag. The
result is the most aerodynamic Ninja ever. We then developed a more potent, all-new engine, featuring a
20-degree cylinder bank angle, polished intake ports and bigger titanium exhaust valves resulting in more
power. While an under-seat exhaust system aids the aerodynamic package – and looks incredibly cool. We
then sharpened the racetrack focus of the RR by adding a proprietary TiSiCN coating to the inner fork tubes
for smoother action, a closer ratio transmission, and a boss on the frame to accept a steering damper. The
new 2005 ZX-6RR from Kawasaki. When it comes to 600 Supersport class warfare, it’s the weapon of choice.
*Shown with available accessories.

+

Features found on the racetrack-focused ZX-6RR include a revised fuel
injection system for the 38mm throttle bodies and new oval-shaped subthrottles, polished intake ports, larger exhaust valves and new pistons. The
centrally located fuel tank pivots for easy access to the air cleaner.
•

The compact 6-speed transmission features closer ratios than the 6R for improved
on-track performance. The back-torque limiter clutch developed on our MotoGP
program significantly improves traction during downshifts.

+

Unique to the 6RR, the inner fork tubes feature a special TiSiCN coating that
reduces stiction between the tube and fork seal to increase the smoothness of
the front fork and aid rider control under extreme conditions.
•

The ZX-6RR features special low-expansion front brake hoses that help deliver the
powerful braking performance demanded under racing conditions.

•

The improved 41mm inverted cartridge front fork is fully adjustable for rebound and
compression damping plus spring preload.

+

All-new, longer aluminum swingarm is braced on the left side to offer
exceptional torsional rigidity. With the new, more compact frame moving the
swingarm pivot forward, the longer swingarm reduces the torque effect of the
drive chain on the suspension.
•

More race-oriented features unique to the ZX-6RR include a threaded steering
damper boss provided on the left frame rail.
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Professional rider on closed course.
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With the outrageous Ninja ® ZX-12R, Kawasaki has taken the art of excess to a shining new level.
Because in building the ultimate open-class sportbike, we gave it virtually every performance trick

WHEN ONLY EXCESS WILL DO.

known to man. Not surprisingly, the ZX-12R is the strongest, lightest and best-handling bike in
its class. Pure Ninja performance and exhilaration. The race-inspired, fuel-injected DOHC 16valve In-line Four uses a linerless aluminum cylinder block, chrome-moly connecting rods and
exotic magnesium covers for huge performance. It gulps air through Kawasaki’s proven Twin Ram
Air system that boosts horsepower as road speed increases. Its slim lightweight monocoque
aluminum backbone frame is unique to motorcycling, and together with huge Z-rated 17-inch
radial tires and fully adjustable front and rear suspension, it combines precision handling with
rock-solid stability, while allowing the rider to tuck under the wind stream. In fact, the advanced
aerodynamic and ergonomic package is so good, it helps ensure all-day riding comfort that
every rider will appreciate. The Kawasaki Ninja ZX-12R. It’s the fine art of excess, perfected.

+

With the world’s first production monocoque backbone aluminum
frame, the ZX-12R eliminates the need for twin side spars wrapping
around the engine, keeping the frontal area extremely narrow.
•

High-performance 16-valve cylinder head features an ultra-narrow
25-degree included valve angle, a high 12.2:1 compression ratio
and strong yet thin VX valve springs. Magnesium alloy covers for the
cylinder head, clutch and alternator help reduce weight.

+

Cockpit includes state-of-the-art electronic gauges for the
speedometer and tachometer plus a full complement of warning
lights. A rear seat cover comes standard.
•

The UNI-TRAK ® rear suspension features a fully adjustable piggy-back

•

Huge 320mm radial-mounted front brakes with strong 4-piston calipers.

reservoir rear shock while the front 43mm inverted cartridge fork is
adjustable for compression and rebound damping and spring preload.

+

High-performance radial tires mount to lightweight 17-inch alloy
wheels. The ultra-low profile 200/50 rear tire mounts to a six-inch
wide rim for flagship traction.
•

For a lower center of gravity and improved mass centralization, the
ZX-12R’s large 5.0-gallon fuel tank with electric fuel pump is located
beneath the seat.
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PURE UNADULTERATED FUN.

There’s nothing like a great ride on a sportbike. As the curves swing under your wheels along a winding asphalt ribbon,
the engine and gearbox respond in silky unison and the world makes sense in a way that it never has before. This is
exactly the appeal of the Ninja ® 500R. A favorite of riders of all ages, it features a responsive 499cc liquid-cooled DOHC
In-Line Twin, easy-going handling, secure front and rear disc brakes, and comfortable seating wrapped in Ninja-style
bodywork that affords excellent weather protection. • The 249cc twin-cylinder Ninja 250R packs the same enjoyment
into an even lighter and easy-to-handle package that’s perfect for smaller riders or shorter trips. Like the Ninja 500R,
it has electric starting and a Positive Neutral Finder for easy operation, a versatile 6-speed gearbox, and a gear-driven
engine balancer that helps ensure smooth running – whether you’re heading across town or onto the highway. Add classic
Ninja styling and Kawasaki quality, and it’s no wonder the 250R is a perennial favorite. And a most affordable one at that.

NINJA ® 500R, NINJA ® 250R

+

The stylish aerodynamic half fairing, bright headlight and upswept lower engine
cowling add style and efficiency plus excellent rider comfort.
•

The Ninja 500R features a smooth-shifting 6-speed transmission for brisk acceleration and
relaxed freeway cruising. Thanks to the Positive Neutral Finder, selecting neutral is very
easy, every time you stop.

•

With an integral gear-driven engine balancer to cancel out vibration, the Ninja 500R is
smooth running for greater comfort.

+

The Ninja 500R leads the class with its sophisticated liquid-cooled, DOHC 8-valve
Parallel Twin packed with high-performance Ninja technology. Lightweight alloy
cylinder head and four free-breathing valves per cylinder.
•

Advanced single rear shock Bottom-Link UNI-TRAK ® suspension system helps the
Ninja 500R handle like a true sport bike .

+

The cockpit of the Ninja 250R includes comprehensive instrumentation with separate
speedometer and tachometer plus warning lamps.
•

The Ninja formula for 250-class performance: Free-flowing 4-valves per cylinder with
lightweight valve springs. Lightweight alloy cylinder head. High-compression, alloy pistons.

•

Advanced liquid-cooling. Precise CVK 30mm twin carburetors. Minimizing maintenance
chores are automatic cam chain tensioner and a silent-type cam chain.

+

The Ninja 250R features stainless steel disc brakes front and rear. A special BalancedActuation Caliper (BAC) front brake distributes the hydraulic force evenly across the

NINJA ® 250R
NINJA ® 500R

brake pads for consistent wear.
•

Helping you maximize your riding experience is a 6-speed transmission with light action
clutch. Kawasaki’s Positive Neutral Finder helps you find neutral when you are stopped.
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Specifications

NINJA ® ZX-12R

NINJA ® ZX-10R

NINJA ® ZX-6R

NINJA ® ZX-6RR

NINJA ® 500R

NINJA ® 250R

Engine type

4-stroke, liquid-cooled
In-Line Four

4-stroke, liquid-cooled
In-Line Four

4-stroke, liquid-cooled
In-Line Four

4-stroke, liquid-cooled
In-Line Four

4-stroke, liquid-cooled
Parallel Twin

Displacement

1,199cc

998cc

636cc

599cc

498cc

4-stroke, liquid-cooled
Parallel Twin
248cc

Bore x stroke

83 x 55.4mm

76 x 55mm

68 x 43.8mm

67 x 42.5mm

74 x 58mm

62 x 41.2mm

Compression ratio

12.2:1

12.7:1

12.9:1

13.5:1

10.8:1

12.4:1

Valve system

DOHC, 16 valves

DOHC, 16 valves

DOHC, 16 valves

DOHC, 16 valves

DOHC, 8 valves

DOHC, 8 valves

Fuel System

Digital fuel injection with four
46mm throttle bodies

Digital fuel injection with four
43mm throttle bodies

Digital fuel injection with four
38mm throttle bodies

Digital fuel injection with four
38mm throttle bodies

Keihin CVK34 x 2

Keihin CVK30 x 2

Ignition

Digital

Digital

Digital

Digital

Digital

Digital

Starting

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Transmission

6-speed with Positive Neutral
Finder

6-speed close-ratio with
Positive Neutral Finder

6-speed with Positive Neutral
Finder

6-speed close-ratio with
Positive Neutral Finder

6-speed with Positive Neutral
Finder

6-speed with Positive Neutral
Finder

Frame type

Monocoque, pressed
aluminum with detachable
rear sub-frame

Twin spar backbone, pressed
and cast aluminum

Perimeter, pressed aluminum

Perimeter, pressed aluminum

Double-cradle, high-tensile
steel

Diamond, high-tensile steel

Rake/trail

23.5º/3.9 inches

24º/4.0 inches

n/a

n/a

27º/3.6 inches

27º/3.3 inches

Suspension, front

43mm inverted cartridge fork
with adjustable preload and
stepless compression and
rebound damping

43mm inverted cartridge fork
with DLC coating, adjustable
preload, 16-way compression
and rebound damping

41mm inverted cartridge
fork with adjustable preload,
stepless compression and
rebound damping

41mm inverted cartridge
fork with adjustable preload,
stepless compression and
rebound damping

37mm telescopic fork

36mm hydraulic fork

Suspension, rear

Bottom-Link UNI-TRAK®
with remote-reservoir, gascharged shock, adjustable
ride-height, spring preload,
stepless compression and
rebound damping

Bottom-Link UNI-TRAK ® with
remote-reservoir, gas-charged
shock, adjustable ride height,
spring preload, stepless
compression and rebound
damping

Bottom-Link UNI-TRAK ® with
remote-reservoir, gas-charged
shock, adjustable ride height,
spring preload, stepless
compression and rebound
damping

Bottom-Link UNI-TRAK ® with
remote-reservoir, gas-charged
shock, adjustable ride height,
spring preload, stepless
compression and rebound
damping

Bottom-Link UNI-TRAK ® with
adjustable preload

Bottom-Link UNI-TRAK ®

Tires, front/rear

Tubeless radial; 120/70-ZR17;
200/50-ZR17

Tubeless radial; 120/70-ZR17;
190/50-ZR17

Tubeless radial; 120/65-ZR17;
180/55-ZR17

Tubeless radial; 120/65-ZR17;
180/55-ZR17

Tubeless; 110/70-17;
130/70-17

Tubeless; 100/80-16;
130/80-16

Brake, front

Dual 320mm discs with
radial-mounted dual 4-piston
calipers

Dual 300mm discs with
radial-mounted dual 4-piston
calipers

Dual 300mm discs with
radial-mounted dual 4-piston
calipers

Dual 300mm discs with
radial-mounted dual 4-piston
calipers

Disc with Balanced Actuation
Caliper

Disc with Balanced Actuation
Caliper

Brake, rear

Single 230mm disc with
opposed-piston caliper

Single 220mm disc with
single-piston caliper

Single 220mm disc with
single-piston caliper

Single 220mm disc with
single-piston caliper

Disc with single-piston caliper

Disc with single-piston caliper

Wheelbase

57.1 inches

54.5 inches

n/a

n/a

56.5 inches

55.1 inches

Seat height

32.3 inches

32.5 inches

n/a

n/a

30.5 inches

29.3 inches

Fuel capacity

5.0 gallons

4.5 gallons

4.5 gallons

4.5 gallons

4.8 gallons

4.8 gallons

Dry weight

463 pounds

375 pounds

n/a

n/a

388 pounds

304 pounds

Colors

Metallic Spark Black

Lime Green/Metallic Flat
Graystone or Raw Titanium/
Metallic Flat Graystone or
Pearl Magna Red/Flat Stoic
Black

Lime Green/Flat Stoic Black or
Raw Titanium/Flat Stoic Black
or Candy Plasma Blue/Flat
Stoic Black or Pearl Magma
Red/Flat Stoic Black

Lime Green

Ebony/Metallic Graystone or
Candy Thunder Blue/Ebony

Ebony/Galaxy Silver or
Metallic Nocturne Blue/Galaxy
Silver or Galaxy Silver/Ebony

Lime Green/
Metallic Flat Graystone

Raw Titanium/
Metallic Flat Graystone

Pearl Magma Red/
Flat Stoic Black

Candy Plasma Blue/
Flat Stoic Black

Lime Green/
Flat Stoic Black

Raw Titanium/
Flat Stoic Black

Ebony/
Metallic Graystone

Candy Thunder Blue/
Ebony

Ebony/
Galaxy Silver

Metallic Nocturne Blue/
Galaxy Silver

One Year Warranty
Your new Ninja® motorcycle comes with a 12-month/unlimited mileage limited factory warranty. Read the next
paragraph to find out how you can extend your coverage inexpensively, or ask your dealer for details about
the factory warranty and available extended coverage.
Up to Four Years Additional Coverage
Let Kawasaki protect your new machine for years to come* with the exclusive Good Times™ Protection Plan†.
This plan repairs or replaces most components free of charge if found defective in material or workmanship.
Everything about the plan is easy: There’s no deductible. It’s honored at every authorized Kawasaki
motorcycle dealer nationwide. It’s transferable to another owner with no fee. And you can sign up as long as
your machine is under its original warranty. Just ask your dealer how you can buy additional coverage of 24,
36 or 48 months depending on the model. Imagine, for just pennies a day, you can ride with no worry and no
hassle. Just tell your dealer you want the Good Times Protection Plan.
*Depending on the program purchased.

Ride Now with Zero Down*
We offer up to 100% instant financing on most Kawasaki products with the Good Times™ Credit Plan† or Good
Times™ Credit Card. Qualified buyers can ride away on a brand-new Kawasaki with no down payment. In most
cases, the computerized credit approval takes just minutes. You can even add insurance, accessories and the Good
Times Protection Plan to your contract. Ask your participating dealer for details. Not available in Alaska or Hawaii.
*Qualified buyers.
Good Times Protection Plan and Good Times Credit Plan not available in Canada.
†

Specifications subject to change without notice. Availability may be limited. Always wear a helmet and appropriate apparel. Call
1-800-446-9227 for the Motorcycle Safety Foundation beginner or expert course near you. You won’t even need a motorcycle –
your course sponsor will provide one courtesy of your local dealer.

Safe Riding’s More Fun
Ride responsibly. Kawasaki believes safety begins with us and continues with you. Always wear a helmet, eye
protection, and proper apparel. Passengers too. Ride defensively. Obey the Basic Speed Law. Never ride under the
influence of drugs or alcohol. Riding is more fun on a well-maintained motorcycle...follow the instructions in your
owner’s manual. Remember, riding safe is smart.

Action Photography: Professional riders on
a closed course.
For more information, visit our web site at:
www.kawasaki.com
For the nearest Kawasaki dealer, call:
1-800-661-RIDE
To purchase accessories,
see your dealer or visit our web site.
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